Hello,
The organizing team of the Oπe\n (pronounced open) conference invites you to attend our virtual
conference Oπe\n 2020 that will be held on the 5th-7th November, 2020.
The Oπe\n leading edge technology conference is an annual tech summit that focuses on current
technological advancements and trends. After the first hugely successful inaugural event, this year
and, due to special circumstances, it has been decided to host a virtual conference with speakers and
audience interacting via an online platform.
Οπe\n conference is supported by Nokia Hellas and the 23 largest Greek IT ecosystem communities:
Docker, OpenStack, Kubernetes, GFOSS, GOphers, JHUG, Athens Python Users, PyData Piraeus, AWS
User Group, Women Techmakers, GreeceJS, UoA ACM Student Chapter, Agile Greece, Agile and
Scrum User Group, API Athens, Gitlab Athens, Atlassian, GDG Athens, Singularity University, Open
Ecosystem Network, Autoexec.gr, Papers We Love, EuRuKo.
Our vision is to interconnect and foster the local tech ecosystem aiming to gain a prominent
position that will evolve to a significant benefit for other companies in the area while eliminating
brain drain.
This year, Οπe\n conference will cover topics on:
• Infrastructure (Containers, Cloud, Orchestration, Serverless, Integration and Security)
• Applications (AI/ ML, Data Analytics, IoT usecases, Development, Testing and Security
practices)
Topics will be provided through presentations and workshops by world-class speakers and experts.
Among distinguished experts from all over the world, we will have the opportunity to attend the
keynote speeches of:
➢

Ghanshyam Mann, Cloud Consultant at NEC / OpenStack Technical Committee Member and
OpenStack QA PTL.
➢ David Foster, Founding Partner, Applied Data Science Partners, Author of Generative Deep
Learning (O'Reilly).
➢ Norbert Kraft, senior researcher in network data intelligence, data mining, machine learning,
big data technologies and artificial intelligence at Nokia Bell Labs.
Full list of speakers can be found here.
Tickets will be available in September 2020 at our webpage here.
For further information, we remain at your disposal. Furthermore, we kindly request to share the
event with any stakeholders and contribute to spreading the conference mission.

Warm Regards,
The organizing team of the Oπe\n conference
Conference webpage: http://open-conf.gr

PS: π is the Greek letter, representing worldwide the Pi number 3.141592… a mathematical constant originally
defined as the ratio of a circle's circumference to its diameter.

